In this paper, the gravitational collapse of spherical interstellar clouds is discussed based on hydrodynamical simulations. The evolution is divided into two phases: former runaway collapse phase, in which the central density increases greatly on a nite time scale, and later contraction, associated with accretion onto a newborn star. The initial density distribution is expressed using a ratio of the gravitational force to the pressure force . The equation of state for a polytropic gas is used. The central, high-density part of the solution converges on a self-similar solution, which was rst derived for the runaway collapse by Larson and Penston (LP). In the later accretion phase, gas behaves like a particle, and the infall speed is accelerated by the gravity of the central object. The solution at this stage is qualitatively similar to the inside-out similarity solutions rst found by Shu. However, it is shown that the gas-inow (accretion) rate is time-dependent, in contrast to the constant rate of the inside-out similarity solutions. For isothermal models in which the pressure is important, 1 < < 3:35, the accretion rate reaches its maximum when the central part, which obeys the LP solution, contracts and accretes. On the other hand, in isothermal models in which gravity is dominant, > 3:35, the accretion becomes most active at the epoch when the outer part of the cloud falls onto the center. The eect of the non-isothermal equation of state is discussed.
1.

Introduction
The subject of star formation has attracted much attention. In particular, the relationship between a newborn star and the parent cloud is one of the most important subjects. Since the mid 1960's, the gravitational collapse of clouds has been studied by a number of authors (e.g., Bodenheimer, Sweigart 1968; Larson 1969; Nakano 1979; Boss 1987; Fiedler, Mouschovias 1993; Burkert, Bodenheimer 1993; Ciolek, Mouschovias 1994; Basu, Mouschovias 1994; Tomisaka 1995; Nakamura, Hanawa, Nakano 1995; Truelove et al. 1998; Bate 1998) . For molecular gas with a density lower than 10 10 cm 03 , radiative cooling is very ecient because the dust opacity is very low. Therefore, the gas is essentially isothermal. Thus, most studies have been performed under the assumption that the gas is isothermal.
Many hydrodynamical calculations have shown that the collapse of interstellar clouds proceeds non-homologously (e.g., Bodenheimer, Sweigart 1968; Larson 1969; Hunter 1977; Foster, Chevalier 1993) . Bodenheimer and Sweigart (1968) and Larson (1969) made simulations on the gravitational collapse of spherical clouds which have initially uniform density distributions. They found that even if a cloud is initially uniform, a density gradient develops as the collapse proceeds. Only the central high-density region essentially collapses because the dynamical time scale, or the local free-fall time, is proportional to (G) 01=2 , where G is the gravitational constant and is the local gas density. The density is then approximated by a function of the radial distance (r), as ' A=(r 2 + a 2 ), where the coecient A is constant and the core radius a decreases with time. Moreover, the coecient A is proportional to the square of the sound speed (c s ) and the inverse of the gravitational constant, A / c 2 s =G. These behavior suggests the existence of similarity solutions describing the cloud contraction. One of the similarity solutions for an isothermal spherical cloud was rst derived by Larson (1969) and Penston (1969) .
As the collapse proceeds, the central density increases drastically in a nite time. Consequently, a small dense core, or a protostellar core, is formed at the center. After the core is formed, the envelope gas begins to accrete onto the central core. The accreting gas is accelerated by the gravity of the central core, and its infall speed thus reaches the free-fall one. Then, the radial proles of the density and velocity follow / r 03=2 and v / r 01=2 , respectively (Boss, Black 1982) . The free-falling central region propagates outward as the mass of the central core increases with time. These behavior is also reproduced qualitatively by another type of similarity solutions (Shu 1977; Hunter 1977; Whitworth, Summers 1985) . These solutions anticipate steady mass-accretion rates onto the central core.
Recent multi-dimensional numerical simulations have shown that isothermal clouds with magnetic elds and/or rotation also collapse self-similarly (e.g., Ciolek, Mouschovias 1994; Basu, Mouschovias 1994; Tomisaka 1995 Tomisaka , 1996a Tomisaka , 1996b Nakamura et al. 1995; Matsumoto et al. 1997; Nakamura et al. 1999) . This indicates that self-similar collapse is a common feature of isothermal clouds. However, it is only poorly understood how the contraction converges to the similarity solutions. Only a few studies have made quantitative comparisons between the similarity solutions and the numerical results (Foster, Chevalier 1993; Tomisaka 1996a; Matsumoto et al. 1997; Basu 1997; Nakamura et al. 1999) . In this paper, we thus examine how the contraction of spherical clouds approaches the similarity solutions. Foster and Chevalier (1993) reexamined the spherical collapse of an isothermal sphere close to hydrostatic equilibrium by using numerical hydrodynamics, and made a comparison between their numerical results and the similarity solutions. They found that the ow in the collapsing sphere approaches the LP solution only near the center before core formation. Most parts of the cloud deviate appreciably from the LP solution because the pressure force signicantly retards the contraction in the outer part. As a result, after core formation, the mass-accretion rate declines, contrary to what is expected from the similarity solutions. Their calculations indicate that the collapse depends on the initial condition of the cloud, except in the central small region.
In this paper, we extend Foster and Chevalier's (1993) calculations to more general cases. We study how the evolution depends on the initial dynamical state of the cloud because real interstellar clouds are likely to be in various dynamical states. Numerical simulations have also shown that interstellar clouds are prone to fragment into nonequilibrium cores in which gravity is dominant, rather than into cores close to hydrostatic equilibrium (e.g., Tomisaka 1995; Nakamura et al. 1995; Bonnell et al. 1996) . We also study the eect of varying the gas equation of state on the cloud collapse because real interstellar gas is not exactly isothermal, and often has appreciable nonthermal internal motions which seem to play an important role in cloud dynamics (e.g., Myers, Fuller 1992) .
The outline of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we describe our model and numerical methods.
The numerical results are given in sections 3 and 4. In section 5, we study the evolution of the massaccretion rate onto the central core and discuss implications to observations. Finally, in section 6, we summarize our main results.
2.
Models and Numerical Methods
Basic Equations and Initial Model
To pursue the dynamical collapse of spherical clouds, we constructed a one-dimensional spherical symmetric hydrodynamical scheme. We assume that the system is spherical-symmetric and that the medium consists of ideal gas.
The basic equations are then described in the spherical coordinates by 
where is the density, v is the radial velocity, P is the pressure, and G is the gravitational constant. The gravitational source comes from two parts: M gas (the gas mass within radius r) and M 0 (the mass of a central point-like object, see subsection 2.2). We assume that the medium is a polytropic gas, P = 01 c 2 s eq eq ;
where is constant and c s denotes the sound speed at the radius at which the density is equal to eq . In this paper, is restricted to < 4=3 because a sphere with > 4=3 is stable against dynamical collapse. The initial models are made in the following manner: (1) The density distribution 0 (r) is computed by using the hydrostatic equilibrium condition, @P=@r+GM=r 2 = 0. (2) The initial density distribution of the model cloud is assumed to have (r) = 0 (r). This leads to a density by a factor of higher than that in hydrostatic equilibrium. It is worth noting that is equal to the ratio of the gravitational force to the pressure force. In the models shown in the present paper, we take 0 (r = 0) eq . The initial density at the cloud center is then equal to eq . We assume that the cloud extends from r = 0 to r out . The initial model is then specied by three parameters: , , and r out . In our standard model, we set r out = 1:82c s = p G eq , which is slightly larger than a critical radius beyond which the isothermal equilibrium sphere is unstable against gravitational collapse (Bonner 1956 ). The cloud mass and radius are then equal to for the model with = 1, = 1, and r out = 1:82c s = p G eq . In table 1, we summarize the initial conditions of the models calculated in this paper.
Numerical Methods
We solved numerically the one-dimensional hydrodynamical equations (1)0(4) with a TVD LaxWendro code having second-order accuracy in space and time (Davis 1984) . We set the xed boundaries at r = 0 and r out . The numerical grid points are non-uniformly distributed so as to enhance the spatial resolution near the center. The grid-spacing increases by 5% for each grid zone with increasing distance from the center. In our standard runs, we used 148 grid points ranging from r = 0 to r out . To conrm the eect of varying the spatial resolution, we also calculated several models in table 1 with dierent numbers of grid points, e.g., 296 and 592 grid points. We found that the numerical results are essentially the same as those with 148 grid points.
Many numerical simulations have shown that the collapse of an isothermal sphere accelerates in the central high-density region. The central density increases drastically in a nite time. Thus, the characteristic length and time scales shorten as the collapse proceeds, this phase being referred to as runaway collapse phase. Therefore, it is dicult to resolve the central high-density region suciently at the late stages of computation even if we calculate the cloud evolution with very ne grids. However, in real evolution, when the central density reaches 10 10 cm 03 , the eects of dust opacity become important. Cooling radiation can no longer leave the clouds easily. It gets reabsorbed, and the gas begins to heat up.
Thus, the assumption of isothermality breaks down, and the equation of state becomes approximately adiabatic. A rst hydrostatic core is then formed. When the temperature in the hydrostatic core reaches 2000 K, molecular hydrogen begins to dissociate, resulting in a second collapse within the hydrostatic core. When the dissociation is complete, the collapse is nally stopped with the formation of a second hydrostatic, or protostellar, core (Larson 1969; Bate 1998) . After the core formation, the envelope gas begins to accrete onto the central core, and the mass of the central core thus grows in time, this phase being referred to as the accretion phase.
To pursue the evolution of the accreting envelope gas, we adopted the sink-cell method when the central density reaches a reference density sink (Boss, Black 1982; Tomisaka 1996) . We assign the innermost several cells to sink cells. The excess density ( 0 sink ) and the corresponding momentum are removed from the sink cells in every time step. The removed mass is added to a central point-like object. M 0 in equation (3) is equal to the total excess mass removed from the sink cells. Note that M 0 is zero before the sink-cell method is applied. We conrmed that the infall near the sink cells is always supersonic during the accretion phase computation. Thus, the structure in the sink cells does not aect the evolution of the envelope. We also calculated several models with dierent sizes of the sink-cell region and conrmed that the numerical results are essentially the same as those of the models presented in this paper.
In the following, we take the central density of a hydrostatic equilibrium cloud ( eq ) as the unit of density, c s as the unit of velocity, and (G eq ) 01=2 as the unit of time.
3.
Collapse of Isothermal Spheres
In this section, we extend Foster and Chevalier's (1993) calculations to more general cases. They studied the collapse of an isothermal sphere close to hydrostatic equilibrium and made a comparison between their numerical results and the similarity solutions. We study the collapse of isothermal spheres in various dynamical states. In this subsection, we investigate the evolution of an isothermal sphere with = 4 (model A2). Such a nonequilibrium sphere can be formed through the gravitational fragmentation process of a long lamentary cloud without magnetic elds (Tomisaka 1994; Nakamura et al. 1995) . In this model, we apply the sink-cell method after the central density reaches 10 6 eq (= sink ). When eq is taken to be 10 4 cm 03 , the density sink is nearly equal to a critical density beyond which isothermality breaks down ( sink 10 10 cm 03 ). Figure 1 shows the density and velocity distributions of model A2 at seven dierent stages. The solid and dashed curves denote the radial proles of the physical quantities during the runaway collapse and accretion phases, respectively. During the runaway collapse phase, the density prole is nearly uniform in the central part and nearly proportional to r 02 in the envelope. The radial velocity is proportional to r near the center and takes a constant value of 3:3c s in the envelope. The central uniform region shrinks in size as the collapse progresses. This evolution seems to be similar to that of the Larson{Penston (LP) solution. After core formation, the density and velocity proles are proportional to r 03=2 and r 01=2 , respectively, near the center, these values being qualitatively similar to those of the similarity solutions after core formation (Shu 1977; Hunter 1977 ).
To see whether or not the evolution approaches the LP solution, we compared our numerical solutions with the LP solution. The original LP solution derived by Larson (1969) and Penston (1969) is the similarity solution describing the ow during the runaway collapse phase. Hunter (1977 , see also Whitworth, Summers 1985 showed that the original LP solution can be extended to the stages after core formation. In the following, this solution extended by Hunter (1977) is referred to as the LP solution.
During the runaway collapse phase, the density and velocity distributions of the LP solution are approximated as 
respectively, where denotes the time measured from the epoch of core formation, t 0 t 0 ( < 0 prior to core formation). The core formation time t 0 is dened as the time at which the central density reaches an innite value. We evaluated the core formation time by linear extrapolation of 01=2 c (t) because 01=2 c (t) is proportional to when the collapse proceeds self-similarly. During the accretion phase, the density and velocity distributions of the LP solution have qualitatively similar properties to the inside-out similarity solutions found by Shu (1977) and are approximated as 
The deviations of v=r, in , and v in are dened in the same manner as the above equation. In the following we only concentrate at the middle curve in gure 2 (In subsection 3.2, we compare all three dierent set of curves with each other.). Figure 2 shows that the density and velocity at the center converge on those of the LP solution within an accuracy of 10% by the stage at which the central density reaches around 30 eq [ 01:153(G eq ) 01=2 ]. After core formation, the collapse follows the LP solution until about 70% of the cloud mass collapses into the central core [ +0:235(G eq ) 01=2 ]. Thereafter, the evolution deviates gradually from the LP solution.
To see the eect of varying the threshold density sink , we calculated the evolution of model A2 with a higher threshold density sink = 10 13 eq . The numerical results of the models with sink = 10 13 eq are shown in gure 2 with thin lines. It is found that the evolution is almost independent of the value of sink except at the very late stages of the runaway collapse phase (see also subsection 3.2).
Dependence on
In this subsection, we discuss the dependence of the evolution on , comparing all three dierent set of curves in gures 2 and 3 with each other (models A1, A2, and A3). Our model with = 1:1 (model A1) is essentially the same as the standard model of Foster and Chevalier (1993) .
Figures 3a and 3b show the density and velocity proles during the runaway collapse phase for models A1, A2, and A3. The early evolution depends on . For the model with a smaller , the density prole has a steeper slope in the envelope ( / r 01:8 , r 02 , and r 02:2 for models A3, A2, and A1, respectively) and the infall speed is slower in the envelope. However, at the late stages of the runaway collapse phase, both the density and velocity proles seem to approach a single state near the center. This implies that the collapse asymptotically approaches the LP solution in the high-density region.
Figures 3c and 3d show the density and velocity proles after core formation for models A1, A2, and A3. They are plotted at the two stages at which the mass of the central core reaches 0.1 M eq and 0.8 M eq , where M eq denotes the mass of the hydrostatic equilibrium sphere with r out = 1:82c s = p G eq .
The density and velocity proles follow the power laws of / r 03=2 and v / r 01=2 , respectively, near the center. The regions at which the density and velocity distributions are tted by power laws / r 03=2 and v / r 01=2 , respectively, widens as the central mass increases in time. It is worth noting that the velocity proles coincide with the free-fall speed v = p 2GM core =r, where M core denotes the mass inside the sink cells, and M core = M 0 + R rsink 0 4r 2 dr, where r sink is the radius of the sink-cell region. For a comparison, we indicate the free-fall speed v with dashed-dotted lines in gure 3d. The evolution is qualitatively similar to those expected from the similarity solutions after core formation.
To study the approach to the LP solution more quantitatively, we measured the deviations from the LP solution 1 c , 1 v=r , 1 in , and 1 vin for models A1, A2, and A3 as a function of . They are plotted in gure 2. For a comparison, we show the evolution of models having a dierent threshold, density sink = 10 13 eq , with thin lines. For the models with higher threshold density, we could follow the accretion phase only up to the stages at which 10 03 because of a more restrictive Courant{ Friedrichs{Lewy (CFL) condition. During the runaway collapse phase, the evolution near the center tends to approach the LP solution for all models. Thus, just after core formation, the evolution near the center obeys the LP solution for all models. However, after the region converging to the LP solution collapses into the central core, the evolution deviates appreciably from the LP solution. The evolution far from the epoch of core formation depends strongly on .
This approach to the LP solution is consistent with a linear-stability analysis of the similarity solutions. Recently, Hanawa and Nakayama (1997) showed that all the runaway collapse similarity solutions except the LP solution are very unstable against spherical perturbations (see also Ori, Piran 1988 and . Therefore, it is expected that if the spherical collapse always proceeds self-similarly, the ow must approach the LP solution.
When is closer to 4, the region which obeys the LP solution is wider. For the models with = 4, 1.1, and 10 (models A2, A1, and A3), the central regions with a mass of 0.7 M total , 4 2 10 03 M total , and 2 2 10 05 M total can be approximated by the LP solution within an accuracy of 20% at the epoch of core formation, respectively. Here, M total denotes the total mass of the cloud. This is related to the fact that the ratio of the gravitational force to the pressure force is nearly equal to 4 for the LP solution. Therefore, the evolution of model A2 is better approximated by the LP solution even in later stages than those of models A1 and A3.
In gure 2, there is small deviation between thick ( sink = 10 6 eq ) and thin (10 13 eq ) lines for each model with the same during the runaway collapse phase. The deviation is mainly due to the dierence in the core formation time t 0 we used for thick and thin lines. As mentioned in the previous subsection, we evaluated the core-formation time by linear extrapolation of 01=2 c (t). If the collapse converges to the LP solution, then the evaluated core-formation time will coincide with the core-formation time expected from the LP solution. In reality, the degree of convergence depends on the adopted value of sink , i.e., the stages at which we evaluated the core-formation time t 0 . Since the collapses near the center do not converge completely to the LP solution during the runaway collapse phase for all the models calculated in this paper, the evaluated values of t 0 are slightly dierent from those for the models with dierent sink . This dierence causes a deviation between the thick and thin curves for each model having the same . The deviation is largest for model A1 because the convergence to the LP solution is slowest for a given . This slow convergence comes from the dominant pressure eects of model A1.
4.
Collapse of Polytropic Spheres
In the previous section, we considered the collapse of spherical clouds under the assumption that the interstellar gas is isothermal. However, observations have shown that real interstellar gas is not exactly isothermal. Observed cloud cores also have appreciable nonthermal internal motions which are thought to be due to interstellar turbulence. Fuller (1992, 1993; also Caselli, Myers 1995; Maloney 1988 ) modeled the turbulent pressure as that of a polytropic gas with < 1. The pressure of such a polytropic gas seems to reproduce well that of observed nonthermal motions (see also Lizano, Shu 1989 and McLaughlin, Pudritz 1996 , 1997 for the other type of the equation of state). Recently, V azquezSemadeni, Cant o, and Lizano (1998) also made a numerical simulation of a turbulent isothermal cloud undergoing gravitational collapse. They found that the turbulent gas seems to behave as a polytropic gas with > 1 when the turbulent motions do not dissipate appreciably during gravitational collapse. Thus, in this section, to clarify the eect of the equation of state, we investigate the evolution of polytropic spheres. When > 4=3, the cloud is stable against gravitational collapse. We thus restrict to < 4=3 in this paper.
Eect of
Figures 4 and 5 show the evolutions of the density and velocity proles for models B1 and C1, respectively. For these models, we apply the sink-cell method after the central density reaches sink = 10 6 eq . Prior to core formation, for the model with a large , the uniform central region is wider, and the density distribution in the envelope is steeper at the stages at which the central density reaches the same value ( / r 02:6 and r 01:8 for models C1 and B1, respectively). This power-law distribution of the density is qualitatively similar to that of the similarity solutions for a polytropic sphere. For the similarity solutions of polytropic spheres, the density prole is proportional to r 02= (20) in the envelope ( / r 02:5 and r 05=3 for models C1 and B1, respectively. See, e.g., Larson 1969) .
On the other hand, once the core forms at the center, the density and velocity proles at the inner region follow the power laws of / r 03=2 and v / r 01=2 , respectively. Such behavior is similar to that of the isothermal model. The region at which the / r 03=2 and v / r 01=2 proles are applicable becomes wide outwardly as the collapse proceeds. This behavior is also similar to that of the similarity solution of a polytropic sphere after core formation. It is worth noting that for the model with 0:6, the power index of the density prole does not change during the contraction. Therefore, for the model with 0:6, it is very dicult to distinguish the evolution phases of cloud contraction (i.e., prior to and after core formation) from the density prole.
Approach to the LP-Type Solution
As shown in the previous subsection, polytropic spheres seem to collapse self-similarly. Several authors have also obtained similarity solutions for a polytropic sphere (Larson 1969; Cheng 1978; Goldreich, Weber 1980; Yahil 1983; Blottiau et al. 1988; McLaughlin, Pudritz 1997) . In the following, we investigate how the evolution asymptotically approaches the similarity solutions for a polytropic sphere.
The similarity solutions for a polytropic sphere show that in the runaway collapse phase, the central density evolves in proportion to 02 , and the velocity near the center evolves as v=r = 2=(3).
Unfortunately, we do not know the proportional coecients of the central density for the similarity solutions with 6 = 1 [cf. equation (7) for the isothermal models]. To compare the numerical results with the similarity solutions, we thus measured the nondimensional central density, 4G c 2 , (gures 6a and 6c for the models with = 0:8 and 1.2, respectively) and the deviation of v=r from the similarity solutions (gures 6b and 6d for the models with = 0:8 and 1.2, respectively), where the nondimensional central density stays constant if the evolution converges to the similarity solution. Figure 6 indicates that for the models with the same , the nondimensional central densities seem to asymptotically approach a single constant value, irrespective of . For the models with = 0:8 and 1.2, the asymptotic values are expected to be nearly equal to 4G c 2 = 0:765 6 0:07 and 6:93 6 0:35, respectively. The deviation of the velocity from the similarity solution is also very small for both models. We have also calculated the evolutions of the models with dierent in the range of 0:8 < < 1:2, nding that the asymptotic value of the nondimensional central density smoothly approaches the LP value as ! 1. In other words, the collapse of a polytropic sphere asymptotically approaches the LP-type solution.
5.
Mass-Accretion Rates
In this section, we discuss the evolution of the mass-accretion rate onto the central core. For all the models in this section, we apply the sink-cell method when the central density reaches sink = 10 6 eq . Figure 7 shows the evolutions of the mass-accretion rates for models A1, A2, and A3. The thick solid curves denote the models with r out = 1:82c s = p G eq . For all models, the dierence of _ M is not very large at the early stages ( < 10 03 , _ M 50 6 30c 3 s =G for 1 < < 10). This is because the central region has approached the LP solution just before core formation. However, later evolutions are dierent from each other. For model A2, the mass-accretion rate stays nearly constant at _ M 50c 3 s =G until the central region with a mass of about 0.7 M total accretes onto the central core. This indicates that, for this model, the central region with a mass of about 0.7 M total converges to the LP solution by the epoch of core formation. After the central region with a mass of 0.7 M total collapses into the central core, the mass-accretion rate declines below the LP value because almost all the cloud mass has already collapsed into the central core. On the other hand, the mass-accretion rates for models A1 and A3 begin to deviate appreciably from the LP solution at earlier stages than for model A2. [From the numerical results of the models with sink = 10 13 eq , we found that at the very early stages ( < 10 04 ), the accretion rates of models A1 and A3 nearly coincide with the LP value, beginning to deviate from the LP value as the collapse proceeds. This behavior is not remarkable for the models with sink = 10 6 eq .] For the models with large , _ M becomes larger than the LP value, while for the models with small , it declines below the LP value. It is therefore concluded that the evolution of the mass-accretion rate depends strongly on the initial condition.
Isothermal Clouds
To clarify the evolution of the mass-accretion rate, we measured the maximum of the mass-accretion rate as a function of , which is shown in gure 8. In this subsection we only concentrate at the curve with = 1 (In subsection 5.2, we compare all four dierent set of curves with each other.). For the isothermal models in which the pressure is important, 1 < < 3:35, the maximum accretion rate depends only weakly on ( _ M max / 1=5 ) and is close to the LP value ( _ M LP ' 47c 3 s =G). On the other hand, for the isothermal models in which the gravity is dominant, > 3:35, the maximum accretion rate exceeds the LP value and increases in proportion to 3=2 . This dependence of _ M(/ 3=2 ) can be reproduced by a pressure-free collapse model for all the models with > 3:35. In the Appendix, we derived the mass-accretion rate for the pressure-free sphere as a function of time. For a comparison, in gure 7, the time evolution of the mass-accretion rate for the pressure-free sphere is shown with dotted curves.
To see the eect of cloud size, we calculated the evolution of models A4, A5, and A6, which have 10 times larger radii (r out = 18:2c s = p G eq ). The evolutions of those models are shown by thin solid curves in gure 7. For the models with a large radius, the mass-accretion rates converge well to those of the pressure-free model at the late stages of the computation (see gure 7). This is particularly true for models A5 and A6, in which the gravity is dominant in the envelope.
The evolution of the mass-accretion rate for the pressure-free cloud is expressed by equation (A7). When = 1, the density distribution in the envelope is nearly proportional to r 02 [ c 2 s =(2Gr 2 )] and, therefore, the mass within radius r is nearly proportional to r (M 2c 2 s r=G). Thus, the mass-accretion rate expected from the pressure-free model is nearly constant, _ M 3=2 c 3 s =G, while the power-law envelope mass continues to accrete onto the central body, > 10.
5.2. Dependence on Figure 9 shows the mass-accretion rates as a function of for the models with = 0:8, 1, and 1.2. The mass-accretion rate strongly depends on . For the models with = 1:2 (models C1, C2, and C3), the mass-accretion rates reach their maxima just after core formation. The maximum of _ M depends only weakly on (see gure 8). These maxima of _ M are expected to be nearly equal to the accretion rate of the LP-type solution for = 1:2 because the central part seems to converge well to the LP-type solution just before the core formation (see gure 6). The maximum of _ M is much larger compared to the other models with smaller because the sound speed near the center increases with increasing central density when > 1. After the mass-accretion rate reaches its maximum, it quickly declines.
On the other hand, for the models with = 0:8 (models B1, B2, and B3), the evolution of _ M is very dierent from that of the = 1:2 models. The mass-accretion rate increases at the later stages of the computation, in particular, when the cloud has an extended envelope and is large. Such evolution is explained as follows. At the late stages, the evolution of the mass-accretion rates is reproduced well by the pressure-free model, particularly for models with a large , in which gravity is dominant. For the models with a small , the mass-accretion rates of the pressure-free model do not t those of the numerical solutions well during the computation because the pressure force plays a signicant role in the contraction. For a comparison, we show _ M of the pressure-free model with the dotted lines in gure 9. In the pressure-free model, the evolution of _ M depends on the initial density distribution (see the Appendix). For polytropic clouds, the density distribution in the envelope is nearly proportional to / r 02= (20) . Then, when the envelope gas at the initial radius R 0 accretes onto the center, the massaccretion rate is expected to be nearly proportional to _ . Hence, for > 1 ( < 1), the mass-accretion rate decreases (increases) with time as long as the envelope gas accretes onto the center. See also gures 8 and 9 and equation (A8) in the Appendix.
Implications to Observations
As shown in the previous subsections, the mass-accretion rate is time-dependent, and its evolutional path depends both on and . Thus, comparing our numerical results with observations, we can specify the parameters and and determine the evolutional path of observed cloud cores from the evolution of _ M. Observationally, the amount of the envelope-gas mass (M env M total 0 M core ) is likely to be a good indicator of the evolutional stage of an observed isolated cloud core because M env monotonously decreases with time owing to accretion onto a central protostar.
[If the cloud cores interact with each other, then the accretion of the envelope gas may be inuenced by the interaction and tidal torque. See, e.g., Bonnell et al. (1997) and Klessen et al. (1998) .] In the following, we thus obtain the mass-accretion rate as a function of M env . Figure 10 shows the mass-accretion rates as a function of the envelope mass normalized by the total cloud mass (M env =M total ) for several models calculated in the previous sections. The mass-accretion rates of all the models in gure 10 are calculated until 80% of the total mass accretes onto the central core. The evolutional path of _ M depends mainly on except at the very early stages. Although the very early evolution of _ M is remarkably dierent for the models having dierent , it may be dicult to observe the early evolution of _ M because of a short evolution-time scale (1t < 10 4 yr for eq = 10 5 cm 03 ). During the accretion phase, there is no appreciable change in the mass-accretion rates of any of the models, except at the very early stages.
Observed young stellar objects (YSOs) are often classied into several empirical evolutional stages from star-less dense core to main sequence star (e.g., Andr e et al. 1993). The youngest observed YSOs are called Class 0 sources, which are interpreted to be in a phase at which the envelope gas still has more mass than the central hydrostatic protostellar core. More evolved YSOs are called Class I sources. Recently, Bontemps et al. (1996) and Henriksen et al. (1997) suggested that if the CO outow rate is proportional to the mass-accretion rate onto the central star, the mass-accretion rates of Class 0 sources are a factor of 10 larger on average than those of Class I sources. This implies that the mass-accretion rate is time-dependent, contrary to the standard theory of star formation by Shu and coworkers (e.g., Shu et al. 1987) . They also suggested that mass-accretion history may vary from region to region; in the Ophiuchi region, the accretion rates of Class 0 sources decline with time, while in Taurus, they stay nearly constant during Class 0 and Class I phases. Constructing a simplied pressure-free spherical collapse model, Henriksen et al. (1997) proposed that in the Ophiuchi region, the observed dispersion of _ M for Class 0 sources is due to the time evolution of _ M. In our hydrodynamical model, however, pressure force plays an important role in dynamical evolution and signicantly retards the rapid change of _ M when the central region accretes onto the central core. In other words, even for the models with large ( 10), the pressure-free model is not applicable at the early stages of the accretion phase.
By a comparison with gure 7 of Henriksen et al. (1997) , we thus suggest that the dispersion of the accretion rate for Class 0 sources comes mainly from the dierent initial dynamical state (i.e., various ) if the variation of the gas temperature is not important. Therefore, for Class 0 sources in the Ophiuchi region observed by Bontemps et al. (1996) , the parent cloud cores may have been in various dynamical states (various ), while, in Taurus, they may be close to hydrostatic equilibrium ( 1).
In the above scenario, it seems dicult to explain the dierence of _ M between Class 0 sources and Class I sources except for the 1 models. [In our models with = 4 and 10, _ M does not change appreciably as M env decreases (see gure 10).] This dierence may come from their dierent accretion mechanisms. In Class 0 phase, gas infall is more dynamical than that in Class I phase. Thus, outow rate driven by dynamical infall is expected to be high because of high accretion rate ( _ M 10 05 M yr 01 ; see Tomisaka 1998) . On the other hand, in Class I phase, outow is likely to be driven by viscous accretion of a centrifugally supported disk near the central star, the rate of which is expected to be a factor of 10 smaller than that of the dynamical model ( _ M 10 06 M yr 01 ). This implies that the outow rate of Class I sources is a factor of 10 smaller than that of Class 0 sources if the outow rate is nearly proportional to the accretion rate and its proportional coecient does not change signicantly in both the Class 0 and Class I phases.
Summary
We studied the gravitational collapse of isothermal and polytropic spherical clouds in various dynamical states. For both isothermal and polytropic models, the ow near the center asymptotically approaches the LP-type solution reaching core formation, irrespective of the initial conditions. The density prole in the envelope follows the power-law distribution / r 02= (20) . When the ratio of the gravitational force to the pressure force is closer to that of the LP-type solution at the initial state, the ow near the center converges to the LP solution at the earlier stages of the contraction. At the epoch of core formation, the central regions with a mass of 0.7 M total , 4 2 10 03 M total , and 2 2 10 05 M total have converged to the LP solution within an accuracy of 20% for the isothermal models with = 4, 1.1, and 10 (models A2, A1, and A3), respectively. The evolution of model A2 quickly converges to the LP solution. If spherical cores are formed through the gravitational fragmentation of a long lamentary cloud, then they are likely to have 4 (e.g., Tomisaka 1995; Nakamura et al. 1995) . Thus, for such a core, the LP solution is applicable to the core as a whole.
After core formation, until the region converging to the LP solution by the epoch of core formation accretes onto the central core, the ow can be approximated by that of the LP solution. Thereafter, the ow appreciably deviates from the LP solution. The subsequent ow is determined mainly by the initial conditions. Thus, after the region converging to the LP solution accretes onto the central core, the mass-accretion rate becomes time-dependent, in contrast to the constant rate of the similarity solutions.
In the isothermal models in which the pressure is important (1 < < 3:35), the mass-accretion rate reaches its maximum when the central region which obeys the LP solution accretes onto the central core. On the other hand, in the isothermal models in which the gravity is dominant ( > 3:35), the accretion is very high and reaches its maximum at the stages at which the outer part of the cloud accretes onto the center. If the isothermal cloud has a very extended envelope, then _ M tends to approach a constant rate which depends on .
The evolution of the mass-accretion rate depends strongly on . When > 1, _ M reaches its maximum at the early stages and quickly declines thereafter. On the other hand, when < 1 and the cloud has an extended envelope, _ M increases with time and thus reaches its maximum at the nearly nal stage of the computation.
The later evolution of _ M can be approximated by the pressure-free model except for the models with 1.
By a comparison with gure 7 of Henriksen et al. (1997) , we suggest that the dispersion of the mass-accretion rate for Class 0 sources comes mainly from the dierent initial dynamical state (i.e., various ) if the variation of the gas temperature is not important.
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Appendix. Mass-Accretion Rate of a Pressure-Free Sphere
Here in this appendix, a formula to estimate the mass-accretion rate is given assuming that a cloud contracts in a free-fall manner (pressure-free cloud, see also Henriksen et al. 1997) 
Assuming that the mass-shell is initially static, the total (kinetic + potential) energy of the system must be negative. In this case, the motion for a mass-shell R(t) whose initial position was R = R 0 at t = 0 can be expressed using a parameter as 
= 0 corresponds to the initial state (R = R 0 and t = 0), while = represents the epoch at which the shell reaches the center R = 0. Therefore, the necessary time for a mass-shell at R 0 to reach the center (free-fall time) is expressed as
Consider two shells whose initial radii are equal to R 0 and R 0 + 1R 0 . The time dierence for these two shells to reach the center 1T(R 0 ) can be expressed using equation (A5) as
The mass in the shell between R 0 and R 0 + 1R 0 , 1M M(R 0 + 1R 0 ) 0 M(R 0 ) = (dM=dR 0 )1R 0 , accretes on the central object in 1T(R 0 ). Thus, the mass-accretion rate for a pressure-free cloud is expressed as 1M=1T. This leads to the expression as dM dT
Coupled with equation (A3), this gives the time variation of the accretion rate. Typical time variations are plotted in gure 7.
Consider two clouds with the same density distribution @ log =@r but dierent , as the models shown in gure 7. Since these two clouds have the same @ log M(R 0 )=@ log R 0 , the mass-accretion rate depends only on M(R 0 )=R 0 and is expressed as dM dT
This indicates that the accretion rate is proportional to 3=2 , while the time scale is proportional to 01=2 . This seems to correspond to the fact that the maximum accretion rate is well expressed in proportion to 3=2 for models > 3:35 ( = 1). When the initial density distribution is the singular isothermal sphere (Chandrasekhar 1939) Fig. 1.. Radial proles of (a) density and (b) velocity for the = 4 isothermal model (model A2). The solid and dashed curves denote the physical quantities before and after core formation, respectively. The number attached to each curve denotes the evolution time from the initial state. In this model, we set sink = 10 6 eq . , where denotes the time measured from the epoch of core formation, t 0 t 0 , and t 0 is the time of core formation. The solid, dashed, and dotted curves are for the isothermal models with = 4, 10, and 1.1, respectively. The thick and thin curves are for the models in which sink is set to 10 6 eq and 10 13 eq , respectively. The lled circles, triangles, and squares in gure 2a denote the stages at which the central density reaches 10 2 eq , 10 4 eq , and 10 8 eq , respectively, while, in gure 2b, they denote the stages at which masses of 0.1 M eq , 0.5 M eq , and 0.8 M eq have accreted onto the central core, respectively. In all models, the cloud outer boundary is set to r out = 1:82c s = p G eq , which is slightly larger than a critical radius beyond which an equilibrium isothermal sphere is unstable against gravitational collapse. , and C3). Both are for the runaway collapse phase. Solid, dashed, and dotted curves denote the models with = 4, 10, and 1.1, respectively. The lled circles, triangles, and squares denote the stages at which the central density reaches 10 3 , 10 6 , and 10 9 eq , respectively.
LP Fig. 7 .. Mass-accretion rates as a function of for the isothermal models with = 1:1, 4, and 10 (models A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, and A6). The unit of the mass-accretion rate is taken to be c 3 s =G, which is equal to 1:6210 06 M yr 01 for T = 10 K. The unit of time is taken to be 1= p G eq , which is equal to 6:3210 5 yr for eq = 10 4 cm 03 . Thick and thin solid curves denote the models with r out = 1:82c s = p G eq (models A1, A2, and A3) and 18:2c s = p G eq (models A4, A5, and A6), respectively. The lled circles, triangles, and squares denote the stages at which the mass of the central core reaches 0.1 M total , 0.5 M total , and 0.8 M total , respectively. For a comparison, the mass-accretion rates of the pressure-free model and the LP solution are plotted by dotted and dashed-dotted lines, respectively. Fig. 8 .. Maximum of mass-accretion rate as a function of for the models with various . The unit of the mass-accretion rate is taken to be c 3 s =G, which is equal to 1:6 210 06 M yr 01 for c s = 0:19km s 01 (T = 10 K). The unit of time is taken to be 1= p G eq , which is equal to 6:3 2 10 5 yr for eq = 10 4 cm 03 . The number attached with each line denotes the value of . For each line, we calculated many models with dierent , i.e., = 1:1; 1:5; 2; 2:5; : : : ; 10. solid, dashed, and dotted curves denote the mass-accretion rates for the models with = 1, 0.8, and 1.2, respectively. The lled circles denote the stages at which the evolution time is equal to t = 0:1(G eq ) 01=2 , 0.2(G eq ) 01=2 , 0.3(G eq ) 01=2 , : : :, where eq denotes the initial central density.
